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WRITTEN TO LAST, BUIIT TO SELF DESTRUCT
This article written Dy Joanne Sonnichsen appeared in the US Guiltl of Book Workers Newsletter (No 105, Apnl 1996).
JoanneisafinebinderlivinginMenloPark,Califurnia. ShebindsintheFrenchsryleandisoneofthefoundersofAlRNeuf,
a member of the US Guild of Book Workers, the California Hand Bookbinders and is cunently the President of The Book
Club of Califoru.ia. As modern books are being increasingly produced by 'Perfect Binding' techniques, Joannefeels that
this is a subject which should have wide a distibution. Aclcnowledgement is given to Joanne and to the US Guild of Book
Workers for permission to repint her article in this journal.

s it possible that American hard-cover books, pub-
lished to olu new standards for permanence ofpaper,
will nevertheless disappear within only a few decades?

Thanks to the superb efforts of people like Ellen Mc-
Crady, we can take pride in the paper used for American
publications. Her Abbey Newsletler (ard later Alkaline
Paper Advocate) fought for many years to educate the
book world about the necessity ofusing acid-free papers.
Finally the battle has been won. Now the pages can keep
their colour and suppleness for years. Unfortunately, the
books won't last.

These wonderful pages are no longer bound into books in
such a way as to ensure their permanence. The spines of

most publishers'hard-cover editions are now constructed
along the same principle as 'Post-it' notes. If you cirre to
test this, simply take a recent $30 book and flex its spine
a few times. You may even have to read it once or twice
to get it ready for the test. Then, as you begin to turn each
page, tug on it. You will probably be able to pull it out
fairly easily. If you are careful, you might even be able to
avoid tearing the leaves. When you are finished, so is the
book! You will have a lovely pile of white pages that will
retain their colour and suppleness for years to come. You
could even conceivably put these loose sheets back into
their case binding. The book would be clumsy to store that
way, however, and pages would probably escape from
time to time each time the book was used. It isn't even
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always necessary to flex the spine to destroy the book.

Often just loving use is sufficient. My introduction to the
glued-only spine came when a desolate owner brought me
a book for repair that her late father had given to her, and
she was shattered when a section of it fell out. It was a copy
of the beautiful red-leather bound National Geographic
book on China. Although it was possible to replace that
section, it will only be a matter of time before another
section works its way loose. This was an expensive book,
meant to be an heirloom. However much money the
publishers saved by gluing the spine instead of sewing it,
that will not compensate forthe distress ofthe many people
who bought the book and are now finding sections of it
falling out.

There ls a better way to keep those pages over the decades:
keep the folds of the signatures intact and sew the text
block at the spine. Sewing the signatures of a book is part
of correct book construction. When the book is printed,
several pages are printed on the one sheet. That sheet is
then folded to produce the familiar signature of 8,16,32,
etc pages. Sewing may be done by hand or by machine.
With either method, the pages are securely fastened into a
text block. Over time the pages may loosen - if so, they can
be resewn.

A book constructed of sewn signatures is a book meant to
be used over the years. When we pay $30 for that hard-
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cover copy, instead of$10 for the paper-back edition, it is
because we want to be able to keep the information for re-
reading, for reference, for sharing and for posterity.

If after the top is trimmed, the fold of the signature is cut
off and only glued, the integrity ofthe structure is compro-
mised. The opening ofthe book is stiff. Damage to the text
block is assured (unless the book is never opened). Repair
of the damage will either be temporary - awaiting the next
problem - or prohibitively expensive for most books (by
guarding each page so that signatures can be made up and
sewn).

When a reader buys a paperback book with a 'perfect'
binding, he is giving up the long-tern use of the book for
a reduction in its price. When he buys a hard-cover book
he pays a premium for a book that he is plenning to keep.
If that book is 'perfect' bound, he is not getting what he has

aright to expect. Unfortunat€ly, few book buyers iue even
aware of the problem. Even those who are, may be lulled
into a false sense of security by seeing the familiar U-
shaped gatherings at the spine that seem to denote sewn
signatures - but that does not always indicate a sewn book.
The only way to be certain the book has been sewn is to see
the sewing threads at the fold ofeach signature.

As Bodrbinders, we hara arcryosibilityto bring this infurna
ticn to 6e public. As book buyers, we har,r aright to demand
preer costuction inthe br&corrcrbods we buy.

Who can be more contented,
With life as 'tis presented,
To us who bind the books?

Our work is frrll of pleasures,
We bind the richest treasures,

And beautiff their looks.

CHORUS:- (Hallo, halli, hallo,
halli,

The Binder's life for me.)

The plough we move so swiftly,
The hammer wield so deftly,

Upon the beating stone,
In rounding or in backing,
We find no music lacking,
Each had its merry tone.

We scrape and gild and bumish,
'Till every edge we fumish,
With golden rays of light,

We work most charming headbands,
With blue and white and red strands,

Like ladies' dress bedight.

There could be no diffusion
Of knowledge on confusion,

Of papers loosely laid.
So, colleagues, lift your glasses,

To readers ofall classes,
And drink, "Long Live our Trade"
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BOOKBINDERS' SONG OF 1842
This rather old verse of unbtown source came to the attention ofKen Campbell of Queensland who has submitted it for
publication in Morocco Bound. Ken is a binding teacher at the Morningside College of Pinting, a part of Southbank
Irstitute of TAFE (Technical and Further Education). Thankyou, Ken.

The backs we draw on lightly, If all our storied pages,
The comers turn in tightly, As in the by-gone ages,

Well soaked with good stout paste, Were written down on rolls;
The sides we neatly cover, The wear, from oft unfslding,
With marbled paper over, And stains, from students'holding,
To suit the owner's taste. Would oft blot out the scrolls.

Half French, half English binding, But since the art of printing-
In each a pleasure finding, The world with glory tinting-

We ready are to do, Brought books within our reach;
The back we neatly fillet, ln any form of binding,
Or gild with tools to fill it, How easy'tis in finding,

The title letter too. Whate'er the pages teach.

ln carven oak book cases,
And shelves in poorer places,

Or ladies'hands I ween;
Before the Sacred Presence,

At wedding feast, as presents,
Our work is always seen.

The leaders of the nations, All hail the craftsman's hand, boys!
With stars and decorations, All through the Fatherland, boys!
With us their treasures trust, Men still need our aid,

Where would be all the sages? Long as the world goes round, boys!
The wisdom of the ages Bookbinding can't go down, boys!

Without us would be dust. All hail our worthy Trade!
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THE TREATMENT AND CARE OF BOOKS

Rowley Corbett of the NSI{ Guild of Craft Bookbinders Inc recently came across this interesting articlefrom the book,
Useful Household Helps, Hints and Receipts, published in 1916 by Theo Audel & Co, New York. The relevant passage
is reproduced herewith and, despite the obscuity ofafew the hints, can be considered to bejust as applicable today as
when the bookfirst appeared. Perhaps no one need be much concerned with internal gas lighting any more.

Never wet your fingers to turn over a leaf.

ff,/hilst on the subject of "ancient " recipes, an old book
Neverturndownthecornerofapagetoholdyourplace. // markofmiddle-lg2\svintagealsorecentlycameto

light. This consisted of a piece of paper measuring I 67 x
Neverarrowvourbookstogetdamp,astheymaymildew. 

lfil! lir;:rtrfti"fr:?ft 
herein) and pinted on both

Never allow them to get hot, as the boards may warp, and
the leather may crack.

Never put them on a shelfhigh up near the ceilurg ofa
room lightedwith gas, as the results of gas combustion are
highly injurious.

Books kept on ordinary book shelves, and thus exposed
to the air, will keep much better than those in bookcases
with closed doors.

To remove ink stains from a book, apply oxalic acid on
the tip of a camel's hair brush and then soak it up with
blotting paper.

Dust all books in the library before the slsaning da!.

The fumes of a match will remove berry stains from a
book, paper or engraving.

A few drops of oil of lavender will save a library from
mould. One drop will save a pint of ink.

A plate ofperforated zinc about a foot square suspended
over agas-jet is said to retain the noxious emanation from
buming gas, which, it is well known, destoys the binding
of books, tarnishes the gilding, and vitiates the atmosphere
for breathing.

Always use a regular bookmark. The simplest, and one
of the best, is a card as large as a small visiting card. By
cutthgthis twice longitudinally from one endalmostto the
other, you will have a three-legged bookmark which rides
astraddle on the page, one leg on the page below and nvo
on the page you wish the book to open at.

Never put books with metal clasps or with decorative
nails sn the shelves by the side of other books, for the
delicate bindings of the other books will suffer. Put all
such in &awers and trays by themselves.

To remove grease-stains from pages of books, warm the
parts and press pieces of blotting-paper upon them, so as to
absorb as much as possible. Have some clear oil of
turpentine almost to boiling, again warm the grease spot,
and then with a soft clean brush apply the hot turpentine to
both sides ofthe spotted part. By repeating this, the grease
will come out. Lastly, with another clean brush, dipped in
rectified spirits of wine, go over the place, and the grease
will no longer be seen, nor the paper marked.

BOOK
MARK
HOW TO CARE
..FORANEW.;
.... BOOK ....
Thc covers of a new
binding are likely
to warp while sea-
soning.

This warping rnay
bo prevented by
placing the book
under weight while
it is not in use, or
wedging tightly be-
tween other books
on the shelf.

THE WILLIAMS
& WILKINS

COMPANY
P q blit hcr t of S ci t n t i frc
Boob and P.tiod;colr

Ut. Rotdl and cuilford Ares.

Baltimore, Md., U. S,A.

BOOK
MA RK
HOW TO OPEN
:.ABooK..
qTAND th. boolq brcL
lJ downwardr- on I
tablc or mooth rur-
fecc. Prcr tho front
covcr down until it
touchcrthc tablc, thcn.
tho beck covcr, holdlng
thc lcavcr ln onc hand
whilc yoir opcn a fcwof
tho lcevcr at tho bacL,
thcn at th. front, eltcr-
natcly prcrting thcm
dom gcntly until you
rcach thc ccntcr of thc
volumc. Thir rhould
bo dono two or'thrcc
timcr. Ncvcr opcn .a
book violontly nor
bcnd back thc covcra.
It is likely not only to
brca& thc back butalro
to Iooccn thc lcavcr.

THE WILLIAMS
& WILKINS

COMPANY
Publi ther t ol S cicntific
Boob ond Pctiodicolz

Xt. Rord eod Guillord Arcr.
Baltimorc, Md., U. S.A.

On behalf of the Committee of the
NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders Inc

I wish to thank the contributors to Morocco Bound
for their interest during the year and to extend our

best wishes to members and readers for

g frnrD Cfrixnac
rt

nawl ffiftuc tr tgsl

John R Newland
President and Editor.
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BINDERS ADD NEW CHAPTER AS ANCIENT ART COMES BACK

On thefirst day of the 1996 Sydney Royal Easter Show, a number ofmembers of the NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders Inc
put on displays to the public of vaious aspects of bookbinding at the inviturion of the Royal Agiculrural Society. It was
duing these demonstrations thatKelliePenfold, Vllomen's Editor of The Land Newspaper interviewed these people and
took some photographs. Her report subsequently published is reprinted hereunder with her kind pennission and that of
The Land Newspaper.

^a/^\f, 
NE OF Tlm WORLD'S oldest crafts is making a

I I comeback. Bookbinding is rapidly becomin[ a
\-/ "new" craft fashion with people picking up tools

used for centuries to restore old books and give new books
a classic look. It was this skill which attracted much interest
during a demonstration at the Sydney Royal Show, where
bookbinding is hotly contested in the Arts and Crafts Section.

John Newland, president ofthe NSW Guild of Craft Book-
binders, said that there were around 200 members of the
Guild in the State. The number is consistently growing and
demand for the Guild's workshop facilities is ever increas-
ing. "There are quite a lot of people out there who love it
as a hobby and there are only a few of professional
bookbinders bequrse you can't really do it for the money,"
he said. Bookbinding often involves removing a damaged
or poor quality book cover and replacing it with a hard,
long lasting cover ofthe binder's own desip. Ivfany book-
binden use their skills to make their own books. "Or it could
evenbe as easytoreEairabook," Jobn said. Mostpeople get
into the craft by the desire to fix or change one particular
book. Family bibles are often the cause for interest.

Three of the volunteers present at the NSW Guild's book-
binding demonstration at the Sydney Royal Easter Show.
L to R: Graham Stone, Suzy Braun and John Newland.

Photo: Kellie Penfold.

In the case of dedicated binder, Suzy Braun of Marrick-
ville, it was the desire to see her collection of novels look
like a set on the shelves which led her to the world of
bookbinding. 'And then I was hooked," she said. Suzy
now buys limited edition or antique books and gives them a
make over. "It's a wonderfrrl craft. You just get lost in it."

Repairing old books is not an easy task. It involves de-
acidiffing the paper after removing the cover and then
putting it all back together using taditional stitching and
binding lsshniques. "The basics are simple but it takes a
while to perfect," John said. "But after a while, you can
really have some fun with designing the covers and having
the letters imprinted. "

The renewed interest in handmade and recycled papers has

allowed for more desip interpretation inthe books. Beau-
tiful papers axe now being used to line the inside of the
covers and sometimes on the outside. "Marbling paper is
one ofthe oldest craftsin theworld andwe teachthat inour
workshops because you can get some lovely results which
really add to the book if you marble," John said.

"Bookbinding can be taced back to 800AD when the
monks used to write on animal skins and they then would
sew them together to keep. In the 15th century, paper
making really came to the fore. The biggest papermakers
were the Italians and they brought about the paper book.
There are a lot of books out there rotting away and doing
this (bookbinding) is one way to ensure that they are kept
intact forever."

The three /irst pize winning entries at the Sydney Royal
Easter Show. L to R: Barbara Davidson (Class 174,
Restricted), Mrs Fay Dean Classes 172 and 173, General
and Contemporary Bindings). Photo: JohnNewland.
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DIP.DYEING OF LEATHER

These wise words on dip-dyeing were penned (in dye?) by a member of the Leathercrafters of NSW and co-owner ofBevel
'N' Brush, Tarlee. Submitted by lune McNicol of the Queensland Bookbinders Guild Inc, these could be of help to those
members who practise leather binding.

7'fl fG METHOD OF DIP-DYEING is a very effective

I *ry of gaining a good solid colour on lelther. For
I example, if you need black straps for a halter or the

like, it is quicker to pour a large quantity of black dye into
an ice cream container andrun the straps through the dye.
This dyesthe leatherall the way through insteadofonly on
the grain layer as wiped-on dyeing does.

A few problems will become evident to inexperienced dip-
dyers:

l. The method uses a lot more dye.
2. The leather dries out and stiffens.
3. There is almost always a bronze or metallic sheen

on the leather.
4. You make a mess and finish up being black up to

the elbows.

Here is how to avoid all this.

First, dip an inch or so of the stap into the dye, take it out
and wipe offthe excess. Hold the strap by the newly-dyed
end and pull it slowly through the dye. As you pull it
through, hold the dyed leather directly above the container.
Once the whole length is dyed, place your thumb and
forefinger on either side ofthe strap and draw the excess
down and back into the container.

Ifyou are dyeing long straps and find you need an arm six-
feet long to hold it above the container, try standixg on a
box to get the extra height - it works for me. Put the stap
on some brown paper; if you use newspaper, it will tend to
stick to the strap as it dries. When the strap is dry, check
to see if it has absorbed enough dye. If it hasn't, you will
have to do it again.

The bronzing and stiffening can usually be overcome as
follows:

Bronzing and stiffening are mostly caused by a build-
up of dye pigment illd they will be particularly worse
ifthe dye has not been shaken before use. The farther
down in the container, the heavier the pigment. Putting
two or three glass marbles in the dye and sealing the
containers will help mix the contents when shaken.

Bronzrng may look trendy, but it does nothing to help the
life of the leather and causes the grain layer to crack. The
answer is ... MILK! Take some milk at room temperature
and with a soft cloth, gently rub it over the leather surface,
tuming the cloth over as you proceed. Next wipe the milk
residue offthe leatherwitha clean cloth and warm (not hot)
water, again turning and rinsing the cloth from time to
time. Allow to dry and check that the bronzing has gone.
Repeat the procedure ifnecessary.

As for the drying and sti ffenin g, the milk in most cases will
soften the leather and no further treafnent will be needed.
If not, use a leather conditioner on the flesh side of the
leatherto restore its suppleness. Do not use neatsfoot oil
because it will "drown" the leather and will leach out
during use.

If you didn't cover the drying area with heaps of old
newspaper and wear old clothes and long gloves, you
probably will next time!

HANDY HINTS?

I found this recently in photocopied exEacts from Cyclo-
paedia: or an Universol Dictionary of Arts and Sciences
by E Chambers FRS, 1781.

Under the entry GILDING or GTIILDING, we find oil
gilding for paintings and water gilding for wooden furni-
ture using methods familiar today, gilding on chinaware,
enamel and glass, leather, metals and books, using egg-
white glaire; then comes:-

GILDING OF LM FISH, such as craw-fish, carps,
etc. may be performed without injuring the fish,
by means of a cement, which Mr Hooke in his
posthumous papers, directs to be prepared in the
following manner: put some Burgrrndy pitch into
a new earthem pot and warm the vessel till it
receives so much of the pitch as will stick round
it; then strew some finely powdered amber over
the pitch when growing cold; add a mixture of
three pounds of linseed oil, and one of oil of
tupentine; cover the vessel and boil the con-
tained ingredients over a gentle fue; grind the
mixture as it is wanted, with so much pumice-
stone in fine powder as will reduce it to the
consistence of paint. When the fish has been
wiped dry, this mixture is spread upon it, and the
gold leaf laid over it and gently pressed down:

. after which, the fish may be immediately put into
water and the cement will harden and be in no
danger of falling off.

So, as a talking point for your next party, you can have a
tank of real gold fish and not the ordinary ones that
everyone else has!

June McNicol.
Tarragindi, Qld.
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FRENCH ASSEMBLY CODE

Doug England of the NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders lnc has conributed this interesting article on the method of
assembly used in the collation of French language books in which the printers indicated their instructions to the binder.
It is also intersting to note that a similar assembly code to binders also exists for English language pinted bool<s. Doug
raises a question in the last paragraph about the sizes of sections which someone could possibly elucidate for us.

A THREE VOLLIME SET of French books titled
ll M"hnsrs D'Histoie et de Litterature dated l'125

I \was recently given to me. It was in dreadful
condition and presented a challenge to me as a relative
newcomer to the book restoration craft.

The books hadbeen flatback flexible bound in full leather,
but the covers were no longer attached and the spfue
leather was completely missing. The end papers were no
longer re-useable and not one was suitable for reproduc-
tion on the laser copier, so new end papers were indicated.

The text was complete exc€pt for the possible loss of the
bastard title pages and fly leaves, ifthese had been in the
originel wsd(. The paper w65 thin, brittle, acidic and very
dirty. Because of the extent of the insect damage to the
spines, it was necessary to trim them, which brought the
text back to single leaves. This presented an interesting
selection of re-binding methods, made more difficult by
the inegularity of the spine margins which varied from 5

to l5mm, the result perhaps of the hand location of paper
on the press or hand folding ofirregular folio sheets.

After considering the number of sections, margins, swell
and my aversion to perfect binding, I decided to reform the
sections with Japanese paper and sew on tapes. As far as
treatnent of the leaves was concerned I couldn't face
qrx5hing, neutralizing and possible re-sizing, so they re-
mained a perpetual reminder and reproach.

The assembly of the book was interesting. Sections were
oftwo and four leaves (eight and sixteen pages) alterna-
tively and were lettered Ato Z, then recommencing Aa to
Zz, omitlingl and U in both series. Additionally, each leaf
in each section was identified by the following code:

First leaf by the section code (say) Aa
Second leaf by the additional letters Aaij
Third leaf by the additional letters Aaiij
Fourth leaf by the additional letters Aaiiij

The use of the j at the end of the code was probablyto give
more certainty when it was read in a hurry and used a letter
not in demand either for section numbering or for text.

Pages were numbered starting at the first page of the text
but omitting the Prologue and lndex. The index references
were alphabetically arranged and could therefore be easily
followed, but the prologue hed no numbered indication of
sequence at all. Each leaf also had its volume number
printed in the bottom margin, i.e. Tome I or II or III. While
the continuity of assembly was assisted by the repetition of
the fust word of each section on the bottom margin of the
last page ofthe previous section.

The various aids, once understood, made hand compila-
tion an easy matter and very logical, but I could not
understand the logic of the 8-page and lGpage altemate
sectioning of the text.

HINTS ON LEATHER PARING
ThesearenotestakenofademonstrationonleatherpaingmethodsgivenDyAnnieKershaw, amemberoftheNSWGuild
of Craft Bookbinders which was held in the Guild's worlahop over two years ago. The notes though witten with great
care, are intendedfor the benefit ofnovices but do not necessaily exclude the professional and more expeienced binder;
they can hardly replace the regular practice that one needs in order to become more proficient in leather binding.

7-flhe important requirement is that your French and

! other types ofparing lcrives must be kept very sharp
I and be regularly stropped during the paring

operations to maintain a keen edge. Paring is best done on
a litho or talc stone but any flat, clean surface such as thick
plate glass, polished marble or granite will suffice. Heavy
weightedparing stones and surfacesare desirable to prevent
movement on the work bench othenrise some form of
restraint will be necessary. The paring surfaces should
have rounded edges to prevent damage to the leather.

The stone shouldjust protrude over the edge ofthe bench
rn suchapositionto enable the operatortowork in comfort.
Most people find it preferable to be seated on a stool whilst
paring, with the work such that the elbow is just above the

stone. The elbow should be held close to the body for
support and the shoulder and body be used to push the knife
rather than relying solely on arm movement. It is essential
for good control to work only on the front ofthe stone close
to the holdingpoint inordertominimise effects ofslippage
which may arise if stretching of the leather occurs as it is
being pared. Move the leather towards you during paring
so that you that you are always working close to your body.
Care must be taken to keep the paring stone free of any
Ieather off-cuts and dirt which could otherwise get under
the leather and cause localised thinning or damage by
tearing. Indentations may be rectified by filling from the
underside with a mixture of leather dust and PVA while
edge tears may be repaired with PVA. Allow to dry
thoroughly.
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In a halfleather binding, there are different edge paring
treafinents at the locations adjacent to covering material
edges, the head/tail and at the hinges. Where the leather
and covering material join, the paring serves to thin the
leather so that the covering material can overlap without
excessive build-up of material in overall thickness. The
objective is to obtain a paring width of approximately
5mm and be tapered from the inside of the leather to the
edge. It is suggested that all edges fust be pared in this
manner prior to working on the head/tail sections.

Fixed dimensions of paring widths cannot be given which
would suit all applications of leather binding; the only
requirement being that one needs to pare only sufficiently
enough to ensure that each binding will look and work well
at the joints and edges. Larger sized books may require
extensive paring at the edges whilst smaller books will
require thinner leathers with only minimal paring. Thicker
leathers of large areas may require initial splitting (or
thicknessing) by special leather-working machines while
smaller areas can b€ thinned by a razor blade paring
machine (such as the James Brockman leather paring
p36hin6).

Paring for head/tail cap as well as for rarsed bands is a
balance between thinning for flexibility and removal of
strength at the places most likely to wear. The objective
is to reduce the leather not in a slow taper as for the cover
but rather in a selective pattern as shown in Figure l.
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For a full leatherbinding, edge paring is somewhat different
to that for ahalf leather bind-
ing in thar an allowance for
tum-ins at the board edges
must be made to avoid any
ridge at the tum-ins as shown
in Figure 3.

Figure I

The easiest method to pare the leather along the hinge/joint
lines (also for the raised bands, if desired) is to fustly fold
the leather back on itself with the flesh side outermost and
firmly press the fold with a bone folder to form a crease
along the hinge/joint lines (or raised bands) as shown in
Figure 2, pressing the fold several times then opening out.
This will produce a raised ridge in the leather. Place onto
the stone and gently remove the raised ridge. Note that
only a very small amount of material needs to be pared but
check the thickness and evenness by folding the leather on
its flesh side andrunning your fingers along the hinge/joint
lines or raised bands.

Fold over and crease Unfold and pare
the ridge area

J

Figure 5

The cut-offcomer is saved and is shaped into a wedge as
shown in Figure 6. The corner join is then creased with a
pointed bone folder and the wedge-shaped piece inserted
into the crease with the tip almost to the corner. A different
type of leather or colour could be used to provide a
contrast.

Finished Bequet 
,/V

2,,",^,,
6

ffiE=E:
r\\\\ ParedTurn-in

Board

Figure 3

The typical French comer for a frrll leather binding differs
from the English comer. Instead of the leather corner be-
ing cut away at an
angle of 45', this is
left as a square which
is pared very thinly as

shown in Figure 4 so
that it can be folded
overandworkeddown
insmall foldstogivea
gathered yet smooth
flat finish.

Figure 4

An alternative typ€ of comer to that as shown in Figure 4
is the Bequet corner in which the corner square is not pared
any thinnsl than 1fo41 of the turn-ins. Before pasting, the
two turn-ins are folded and pinched together at the comer
and are cut so that they will just meet when flatt€ned. The
comer square is cut as shown in Figure 5 and the small
remaining comer piece after cutting is folded in and the
tum-ins are folded over it.

Cuts made as shown,l
then cut off along the
dashed line prior to

foldirg in of the orn-ins.

FigureFigure 2
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BOOK REVIEWS

Kropper, Jean: Handmade Books and Card*
Lothian Books, 64pp, 1995. RRP $19.95

7-l-lhis book, by a member of the NSZ Guild of Craft

I Bookbinders fuc covers n & A4 pages many sim-
I ple, elegant bindings and cards. Eventhough some

of them, such as pamphlet and Japanese bindings, are
familiar to most bookbinders, her treahnent and variations
will renew their interest in them.

Her approach is directed primarily to the craft oriented
person, but she shows an understanding of binding terms
andmaterials which are considered of vital importance to
bookbinders, such as paper grain and the difference be-
tween PVA and past€. Other bindings she describes are
coptic, an ancient form of sewn strong non-adhesive
binding which is enjoying an overdue revival, and concer-
tina which is not sewn at all. She demonstrates many forms
and variations on the basic bindings and shows how mary
ofthem can be used with soft covers, hard covers and even
as albums with additional inserts.

ln every example her instructions are detailed, clear and
unambiguous, so that even someone approaching book-
binding forthe first time would achieve arewarding result.
The many diagrams are cleax, well related to the text and
come just where the craftsperson needs them. She also
includes the best diagram I have ever seen for tying the
well known "weaver's knot". After this, anyone can do it!

As befits an author who has also written Papermaking
from Recycling b Art,she describes many ways ofmaking
patt€med paper, from spraying crumpled paper to paste
papers and printing with carved potatoes which many will
remember from their school days.

I can recommend this book to both experienced and
beginner bookbinders who want to produce simple, attrac-
tive and very personal small books and cards. After
browsing through her luscious colour photos, I felt a great
urge to 'have a go'. I cannot say more.

June McNicol.
Tarragindi, Qld.

Foley, Jean D: In Quarantine. A History of Sydney's

Quarantine Station 1828 - 1984. l60pp, 54 B&W photo-
graphs, 150 x 225mm, published by Kangaroo Press,
Sydney. 1995. Paperback. Rrp $19.95.

fhis is not a book about books or bookbinding but was
I wntten by another of the NSW Guild's members. The

subject deals with an integral part of both the history of
immigration and the development of public health admin-
istration in Australia. Tangible reminders of this history
remain at North Head as an important part of the Ausralian
hentage.
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Ellis, Estelle and Seebohm, Caroline: At Home with
Books. How BooHovers Live lYith and Carefor Their
Libraries. With 350 Colour Photographs by Christo-
pher Sykes. 248pp.306 x 240mm. First Published by
Thames and Hudson, London. 1995. My copy from
Sotherby's Australia, Price $120.

his book was retailed by Sotherby's Fine Arts Auc-
tioneers, Sydney along with several others in their
catalogue ofbooks which that firm offers for sale

from time to time. As the price is rather expensive, one
must temper the urge to make such an acquisition for their
own library but de spite this, the book is very well produced
and contains a great wealth of information about the book
scenes in the UK and USA. The text is very clear with
numerous colour photographs printed on gloss art paper,
section sewn but bound with a flat back and covers
characteristic of an Asian type construction. Despite being
printed and bound in China, the book with careful handling
could last the owner for some time to come before requir-
ing rebinding.

The principal advantage of this book is the names and
addre sses of book establishments in both the UK and USA.
Though not an exhaustive listing, there is probably suffi-
cient information for those cont€mplating a joumey to
those countries.

More than 30 private collections are viewed which are
interesting in themselves but it could be highly unlikely
that one would ever be invited to urspect these establish-
ments. A couple of the libraries not only have well stocked
shelves but also have books in stacks on the floor but I caa
quite easily relate to tlrat! Only some half dozen public
libraries are describedwhich I thought to be an imbalance
but the book town of Hay-on-Wye in Wales is very well
described.

There are chapters on how to start a collection, organising
your own library, accessioning, thinning out and disposal
of unwanted books, architectural considerations with hints
on natural and artificial lighting, library furniture and
shelving materials. Other chapters deal with US book
plates, a few items and works by conservators and binders
and a detailed chapter on the enemies of books viz, fire,
water, gas and heat, light, dust and neglect, ignorance and
vermin.

The final section ofthe book is probably the most valuable:
names and addresses ofrare book dealers and shops (tIK
and USA), times and locations of book fairs, bookbinders
and restorers QKand USA), frrms dealing in library furn-
ishing, lighting and other ephemera, great libraries of the
world (no Australian!) and finally, the index.

All in all, a most interesting book.

John R. Newland.
Birchgrove, NSW.
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